Recently, machine learning has been used in every possible field to leverage its amazing power. For a long time, the networking and distributed computing system is the key infrastructure to provide efficient computational resource for machine learning. Networking itself can also benefit from this promising technology. This article focuses on the application of Machine Learning techniques for Networking (MLN), which can not only help solve the intractable old network questions but also stimulate new network applications. In this article, we summarize the basic workflow to explain how to apply the machine learning technology in the networking domain. Then we provide a selective survey of the latest representative advances with explanations on their design principles and benefits. These advances are divided into several network design objectives and the detailed information of how they perform in each step of MLN workflow is presented. Finally, we shed light on the new opportunities on networking design and community building of this new inter-discipline. Our goal is to provide a broad research guideline on networking with machine learning to help and motivate researchers to develop innovative algorithms, standards and frameworks.
Basic workflow for MLN
shows the baseline workflow for applying the machine learning in the network field, including problem formulation, data collection, data analysis, model construction, model validation, deployment and inference. These stages are not independent but have inner relationships. This workflow is very similar to the traditional one for machine learning, as network problems are still applications that machine learning can play a role in. In this section, we explain each step of MLN workflow with representative cases. (prediction, regression, clustering, decision making)
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Step 6 Figure 1 The typical workflow of machine learning for networking.
1) Problem formulation. Since the training process of machine learning is often time consuming and involves high cost, it is important to correctly abstract and formulate the problem in the first step of MLN. A target problem can be classified into one of the machine learning categories, such as classification, clustering and decision making. This helps decide what kind of and the amount of data to collect and the learning model to select. An improper problem abstraction may provide an unsuitable learning model, which can result in unsatisfied learning performance. For example, it is better to cast the optimal Quality Of Experience (QoE) for live streaming into a real-time exploration-exploitation process rather than as a prediction-based problem [7] to well match the application characteristics.
2) Data collection. The goal of this step is to collect a large amount of representative network data without bias. The network data (e.g., traffic traces and session logs with performance metrics) are recorded from different network layers according to the application needs. For example, traffic classification problem often requires datasets containing packetlevel traces labeled with corresponding application classes [8] . In the context of MLN, data are often collected in two phases. In the offline phase, collecting enough high-quality historical data is important for data analysis and model training. In the online phase, real-time network state and performance information are often used as inputs or feedback signals for the learning model. The newly collected data can also be stored to update the historical data pool for the model adaption.
3) Data analysis. Every network problem has its own characteristics and is impacted by many factors, but only several factors (i.e. feature) have the most effect on the target network performance metric. For instance, RTT and the inter-arrival time of ACK may be the critical features on choosing the best size of the TCP congestion window [3] . In the learning paradigm, finding proper features is the key to fully unleashing the potentials of data. This step attempts to extract the effective features of a network problem by analyzing the historical data samples, which can be regarded as feature engineering process in the machine learning community. Before the feature extraction, it is important to preprocess and clean raw data, through the processes such as normalization, discretization, missing value completion. Extracting features from cleaned data often needs the domain-specific knowledge and insights of the target network problem [5] , which is not only difficult but time-consuming. Thus in some cases deep learning can be a good choice to help automatic feature extractions [2] [6]. 4) Model construction. Model construction involves model selection, training and tuning. A suitable learning model or algorithm needs to be selected according to the size of dataset, typical characteristics of a network scenario, the problem category and so on. For example, the accurate throughput prediction can improve the bitrate adaption of Internet video, and Hidden-Markov model may be selected for prediction due to the dynamic patterns of the stateful throughput [1] . Then the historical data will be used to train a model with hyper-parameter tuning, which will take a long period of time in the offline phase. The parameter tuning process is still lack of enough theoretical guidance, and often involves a search in a large space to find acceptable parameters or to tune by personal experiences. 5) Model validation. Offline validation is an indispensable step in MLN workflow to evaluate whether the learning algorithm works well enough. During this step, cross validation is usually used to test the overall accuracy of the model in order to show if the model is overfitting or under-fitting. This provides a good guidance on how to optimize the model, e.g. increasing the data volume and reducing the model complexity when there exists overfitting. Analyzing wrong samples helps find the reasons of errors to determine whether the model and the features are proper or the data are representative enough for a problem [5] [8] . The procedures in the previous steps may need to be re-taken based on the error sources. 6) Deployment and inference. When implementing the learning model in an operational network environment, some practical issues should be considered. Since there are often limitations on computation or energy resources and requirements on the response time, the tradeoff between accuracy and the overhead is important for the performance of the practical network system [7] . In addition, machine learning often works in a best-effort way and does not provide any performance guarantee, which requires system designers to consider the fault tolerance. Finally, the practical applications often require the learning system to take the real-time input, and obtain the inference and output the corresponding policy online.
Overview of recent advances
Recent breakthroughs of deep learning and other promising machine learning techniques have a non-ignorable influence on new attempts of network community. Existing efforts lead to several considerable progresses in different subfields of networking. To illustrate the relationship between these up-to-date advances and MLN workflow, in Table 1 we divide literature studies into several application scenarios and show how they perform in each step of MLN workflow. Without ML techniques, the typical solutions for these advances are involved with time-series analytics [ [12] , which are often more interpretable and easier to implement. However, ML-based methods have a stronger ability to provide fine-grained strategy and can achieve higher prediction accuracy by extracting hidden information from the historical data. As a big challenge of ML-based solution, the feasibility problem has also been discussed in this section.
Information cognition
Since data are the fundamental resources for MLN, information (data) cognition with high efficiency is critical to capture the network characteristics and monitor the network performance. However, due to the complex nature of existing network and the limitation of measurement tools and architectures, it is still not easy to access some types of data (e.g., traceroute and traffic matrix) within acceptable granularity and cost. With its capability of prediction, machine learning can help to evaluate the network reliability or the probability of a certain network state. As the first example, Internet route measurements help to monitor the network running states and troubleshoot the performance problems. However, due to insufficient usable vantage points (VP) and limited probing budget, it is impossible to execute each route query because the query may not match any previously measured path or the path may have changed. Prior work Sibyl [9] attempts to predict the unseen paths and assign the confidence to them by using a supervised machine learning technique RuleFit.
The learning relies on the data acquisition, and MLN also requires new scheme of data cognition. In MLN, it often needs to maintain an up-to-date global network state and perform real-time response to client demands, which needs to measure and collection the information in the core network. In order to make the network diagnose and make decision by itself with the help of machine learning or cognitive algorithms, a different network architecture, the Knowledge Plane [10] , was presented that can achieve automatic information cognition, which has inspired many following efforts that leverage ML or data-driven method to enhance the network performance.
Traffic prediction and classification
Traffic prediction and classification are two of the earliest machine learning applications in networking field. Because of the well formulated question descriptions and demands from various subfields of networking, the studies of the two topics always maintain a certain degree of popularity. Traffic prediction. As an important research problem, accurate estimation of traffic volume (e.g., the traffic matrix) is beneficial to congestion control, resource allocation, network routing and even high-level live streaming applications. There are mainly two directions of research, time series analysis and network tomography, which can be simply distinguished depending on if it conducts the traffic prediction with the direct observations or not. However, it is expensive to directly measure the traffic volume, especially in a large-scale high speed network environment.
Many existing studies focus on reducing the measurement cost by using indirect metrics rather than only trying different ML algorithms. There are two directions to handle this problem. One is to take more human efforts to develop sophisticated algorithms by exploring domain-specific knowledge and undiscovered data patterns. As an example, the recent work [11] attempt to predict the traffic volume according to the dependence between the flow counts and the flow volume. Another direction is inspired by the end-to-end deep learning approach. It takes some easily obtained information (e.g., bits of header in first few flow packets) as direct input and extract features automatically with the help of the learning model [12] . Traffic classification. As a fundamental function component in network management and security systems, traffic classification matches network applications and protocols with the corresponding traffic flows. The traditional traffic classification methods include port-based approach and payload-based approach. The port-based approach has been proved to be ineffective due to unfixed or reused port assignment. On the other hand, the payload-based approach suffers from privacy problems caused by deep packet inspection, which can even fail in the presence of encrypted traffic. As a result, machine learning approach based on statistical features has been extensively studied in recent years, especially in the network security domain. However, it is not easy to consider machine learning as an omnipotent solution and deploy it into a real world operational environment. For instance, unlike the traditional machine learning application to identify if a figure is a cat or not, it will create a big cost with a misclassification in the context of network security. Generally, these studies range from all-known classification scenarios to a more realistic situation with unknown traffic (e.g., zero-day application traffic [8] ). This research roadmap is very similar to the machine learning technology that evolves from the supervised learning to the unsupervised and semi-supervised learning, which can be treated as a pioneer paradigm to import the machine learning into networking fields.
Resource management and network adaption
Efficient resource management and network adaption are the keys to improving the network system performance. Some example issues to address are traffic scheduling, routing [2] , and TCP congestion control [3] [4] . All these issues can be formulated as a decision-making problem [13] . However, it is challenging to solve these problems with a rule-based heuristic algorithm due to the complexity of diverse system environment, noisy inputs and difficulty in optimizing the tail performance [13] . Specifically, arbitrary parameter assignment based on experiences and action taken following predetermined rules often result in a scheduling algorithm human understandable but far-from-optimal.
Deep learning is a promising solution due to its ability of characterizing the inherent relationships between the inputs and outputs of the network systems without human involvement. In order to meet the requirements of changing network environment, previous efforts in [2] [14] design a traffic control system with the support of deep learning technique. Reconsidering the backbone router architectures and strategies, it takes the traffic pattern in each router as input and outputs the next nodes in the routing path with the Deep Belief Architectures. These advancements unleash the potential of DL-based strategy in network routing and scheduling. Harnessing the powerful representational ability of deep neural networks, deep reinforcement learning obtains great achievements in many AI problems. [13] is the first that applies a deep RL algorithm for cluster resource scheduling. Its performance is comparable to the state-of-the-art heuristic algorithms but with less cost. The QoE optimization problem can also be benefited from the RL learning methodology. Unlike the previous efforts, Pytheas [7] regards this problem as an explorationexploitation-based problem rather than a prediction-based problem. As the result, Pytheas outperforms the state-of-theart prediction-based system by lessening the prediction bias and delayed response. From this perspective, machine learning may help to achieve the close-loop of "sensing-analysis-decision", especially in wireless sensor networks, where the three actions are separated from each other at present.
Several attempts are made to optimize the TCP congestion control algorithm using the reinforcement learning approach due to the difficulty of designing a congestion control algorithm that can fit for all the network states. To make the algorithm self-adaptive, Remy [3] takes the target network assumptions and traffic model as prior knowledge to automatically generate the specific algorithm, which achieves an amazing performance gain in many circumstances. In the offline phase, Remy tries to learn a mapping, i.e. RemyCC, between the network state and the corresponding parameters of congestion window (cwnd) by interacting with the network simulator. In the online phase, whenever an ACK is received, RemyCC looks up its mapping table and changes its cwnd behavior according to the current network state. The mechanism of Remy is illustrated in Figure 2 . Without the specific network assumptions, a performance-oriented attempt, PCC [4] , can benefit from its onlinelearning nature. Although these TCP-related efforts still focus on the decision making, they take the first important step towards the automatic protocol design. Figure 2 Remy's mechanism illustration [3] 
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Network performance prediction and configuration extrapolation
Performance prediction can guide decision making. Some example applications are video QoE prediction, CDN location selection, best wireless channel selection, performance extrapolation under different configurations. Machine learning is a natural approach to predict the system states for better decision making.
Typically, there are two general prediction scenarios. Firstly, the system owner has the ability of getting various and enough historical data but it is non-trivial to build a complex prediction model and update it in real time, which requires a new approach exploiting domain-specific knowledge to simplify the problem (e.g. CFA [5] for video QoE optimization). The prior work CS2P [1] wants to improve the video bitrate selection with accurate prediction. It finds that sessions with similar key features may have more related throughput behavior from the data analysis. CS2P learns to cluster similar sessions offline and trains different Hidden-Markov Models for each cluster to predict the corresponding throughput given the current session information. CS2P reinforces the correlation of similar sessions in the training process, which outperforms approaches with one single model. This is very similar to the above mentioned traffic prediction problem since they both passively fit the runtime ground-truth with a certain metric. As another prediction scenario, little historical data exist and it is infeasible to obtain representative data by conducting performance tests due to high trial cost in real network system. To deal with this dilemma, cherrypick [15] leverages Bayesian Optimization algorithm to minimize pre-run rounds with a directional guidance to collect representative runtime data of workload under different configurations. Table 2 Processing time of selective advances.
Feasibility discussion
One big challenge faced by ML-based methods is their feasibility. Since many networking applications are delay sensitive, it is non-trivial to design a real-time system with heavy computation loads. To make it practical, a common solution is to train the model with the global information for a long period of time and incrementally update the model with local information in a small time scale [5] [7] , which trades off between the computation overhead and information staleness. In the online phase, the common case is to look up the result table or draw the inference with a trained model to make real-time decisions. The processing time in above advances are selectively listed in Table 2 , which shows that ML has practical values with the system well-designed. Besides, the robustness and generalization of a design are also important for the feasibility and are discussed in Section 4.5.
From these perspectives, ML in its current state is not suitable for all the networking problems. The network problems solved with ML techniques so far are more or less related to the prediction, classification and decision-making, while it is difficult to apply machine learning for other types of problems. Other reasons that prevent the application of ML techniques include the lack of labeled data, high system dynamics and high cost brought by learning errors.
Opportunities for MLN
The prior efforts mostly focus on the generalized concepts of prediction and classification and few can get out of this scope to explore other possible applications. However, with the latest breakthroughs of machine learning and its infrastructures, new potential demands may appear in network disciplines. Some opportunities are introduced as follows.
Open datasets for networking community
Collecting a large amount of high quality data that contain both network profiles and performance metrics is one of the most critical issues for MLN. But getting enough labeled data is still expensive and labor intensive even in today's machine learning community. For many reasons, it is not easy for researchers to acquire enough real trace data even if there are many existing open datasets in the networking domain.
The reality drives us to learn from the machine learning community to put much more efforts to construct the open datasets, like ImageNet. With the unified open datasets, the performance benchmarks are an inevitable outcome to provide a standard platform for researchers to compare their new algorithms or architecture with state-of-the-art ones. This can reduce the unrepresentative repeated experiments and have a positive effect on academic loyalty. Besides, it has been proved in machine learning domain that learning with a simulator rather the real environment is more effective and with low cost in RL scenario [3] . In the networking domain, due to the limited accessibility and high test cost of large-scale network system, simulators with sufficient fidelity, scalability and high running speed are also required. These items contribute to both MLN and further development of networking domain, and the public resources also provide the community the possibility of conducting research.
Automatic network protocol and architecture design
With the deeper understanding of the network, researchers gradually find that the existing network has many limitations. The network system is totally created by human being. The current network components are likely to be added based on people's understanding at a time instant rather than a paragon of engineering. There is still enough room for us to improve our network performance and efficiency by redesigning the network protocol and architecture.
It is still quite hard to design protocol or architecture automatically today, however, the machine learning community has made some of the simplest attempts in this direction and has achieved some amazing results, such as letting agents to communicate with others to finish a task cooperatively. Other new achievements, e.g. GAN, have also shown that the machine learning model has the ability of generating elements existing in real world and creating strategies people even do not discover (e.g. AlphaGo). However, these generated results are still far from the possibility of protocol design. There is a great potential and possibility to create new feasible network component without human involvement, which may refresh human's understanding of network system and propose some currently unacceptable destructive-reconstruction framework.
Automatic network resource scheduling and decision making
It is hard to conduct online scheduling with a principle-based heuristic algorithm due to the uncertainty and dynamics of the network conditions. In machine learning community, it has been proved that reinforcement learning has a strong capability of dealing with the decision making problems. The recent breakthrough of Go also proves that ML can make not only coarse but precise decision, which is beyond people's common sense. Although it is not easy to directly apply an exploration-exploitation strategy in highly-varying network environment, reinforcement learning can be a candidate to replace adaptive algorithms of the present network system. The related efforts can refer to [3] [4][7] [13] . Besides, reinforcement learning is highly suitable for the problems where several undetermined parameters need to be assigned adaptively according to the network state. However, these methods bring new complexity and uncertainty to the network system itself while the stability, reliability and repeatability are always the goals of the network design.
Moreover, network scheduling with RL also provides a new opportunity to support flexible objective function and crosslayer optimization. It is very convenient to change the optimization goal just by changing the reward function in the learning model, which is impossible with a traditional heuristic algorithm. Also, the system may perceive high-level application behaviors or QoE metrics as reward, which may enable the adaptive cross-layer optimization without the network model. In practice, it is nontrivial to design an effective reward function. The simplest reward design principle is to set the direct goal that needs to be maximized as the reward. But it is often difficult to capture the exact optimization objective, and as a result we end up with an imperfect but easily obtained metric instead. In most cases, it works well but sometimes it leads to faulty reward functions that may result in undesired or even dangerous behaviors.
Improving the comprehension of network system
The network behavior is quite complex due to the end-to-end network design principle, which generates various protocols that have simple actions in the end system but causes nontrivial in-network behaviors. From this perspective, it is not easy to figure out what factors can directly affect a certain network metric and can be simplified during an algorithm design process even in a mature network research domain like TCP congestion control. However, with the help of machine learning methods, people can analyze the output of learning algorithm through a posterior approach to find useful insights for us to understand how the network behaves and how to design a high performance algorithm.
For a detailed explanation, DeepRM [13] , a resource management framework, is a good example. To understand why DeepRM performs better, the authors find that the DeepRM is not work-conserving but decides to reserve room for those yet-to-arrive small jobs which eventually contributes to reduce the job waiting time. Other evidences can refer to CFA [5] and Remy [3] and their following works, which provide insights for key influence factors in video QoE optimization and TCP congestion control respectively.
Promoting the development of machine learning
When applying the machine learning into networking fields, due to specific requirements of network system and practical implementation problems, some inherent limitations and other emerging problems of machine learning can be pushed forward to a new understanding stage with the joint efforts of two research communities.
Typically, there are several problems that are expected to be resolved. Firstly, the robustness of machine learning algorithms is a key challenge for applications (e.g. self-driving car and network operation) in the real world environment where learning errors could lead to high costs. The networking situation often requires hard constraints of the algorithm output and the worst performance guarantee. Secondly, the model with high generalization ability that can adapt in the highvariance and dynamic traffic circumstance is needed, since it is unacceptable to retrain the model every time the characteristic of the network traffic changes. Although some of the experiments show that the model trained under a specific network environment can, to some degree, achieve good performance in other environments [3] , it is still not easy. Because most machine learning algorithms assume that the data follow the same distribution which is not practical in the networking environment. Besides, the accountability and interpretability [3] of machine learning algorithms create big obstacles in the practical implementation, since many learning models, especially for deep learning, are still black box. People do not know why and how it behaves so that people can not interfere with the policy in turn.
Conclusions
Due to the heterogeneity of networking systems, it is imperative to embrace the machine learning techniques in the networking domain for potential breakthroughs. However, it is not easy for networking researchers to take it into practice due to the lack of machine learning related experiences and insufficient directions. In this paper, we present a basic workflow to provide researchers a practical guideline in exploring new machine learning paradigms for future networking research. For a deeper comprehension, we summarize latest advances on machine learning for networking, which covers multiple important network techniques, including measurement, prediction and scheduling. Moreover, numerous issues are still open and we shed light on the opportunities that need further research efforts from both the networking and machine learning perspectives.
